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Tuberculosis, the largest infectious disease killer, accounts for 1.7 million deaths every year. The 

disease causing organism, Mycobacterium tuberculosis (Mtb) has continued to cause misery to the 

populations in the endemic regions largely due to non- availability of a reliable, economical and 

high throughput diagnostic procedure, as well as a powerful vaccine against Mtb. Antigens of Mtb 

with their immunodominant epitopes have a crucial role in the development of vaccine or a 

sensitive serodiagnostic procedure. Varied response against different Mtb antigens between 

different individuals demands involvement of several Mtb antigens to enhance sensitivity and 

reliability of the procedures. Fusion molecules with immunodominant epitopes from multiple Mtb 

antigens shall allow achieving high sensitivity using fewer antigenic molecules. Of the dozen and 

a half different Mtb antigens studied in our laboratory we constructed fusion molecules consisting 

of the B-cell and the T-cell specific epitope regions of multiple Mtb antigens and evaluated these 

for sensitivity in detecting the antibodies and in eliciting T-cell response. Some of the fusion 

molecules constructed from the epitopic regions of up to four different antigens have shown highly 

promising results in the detection of the antibodies and in eliciting T-cell response. The nature and 

the order of the constituent antigen fragments are important to ensure that all the epitopes in the 3-

D structure of the complex molecule are exposed to exhibit maximum sensitivity. Extensive 

validation studies for the fusion constructs using the known tuberculosis plasma samples should 

lead to achieving the required level of sensitivity of a serodiagnostic procedure. Likewise, strong 

combination of T-cell epitopes from multiple antigens can elicit strong immunological response 

from the T-cells.   
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